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THE EUROPEAN BOTOMIC COMMUNITY AND SOOTH AFRICA
THE MINERALS SUPPLY FAC3XJR

This report analyses the extent to which the issue of
minerals supply impinges upon the existing relationship
between South Africa and those member-states which together
make up the European Economic Community (EEC) • First, the
EEC's definition of the term 'strategic minerals11 is estatr-
lished. Then, the existing minerals supply position is
outlined, and the attitudes and response to it on the
part of South Africa and the EEC are discussed, finally,
the wider perspective of South African-EEC relations is
offered, Wherein the bilateral minerals supply position is
considered within a broader political and economic frame-
work. This briefing concludes that, while political issues
are of undoubted importance, economic considerations will
continue to dominate EEC-South African relations for as
long as South Africa maintains her considerable significance
as a supplier of raw materials to the Conmonity, . (

Strategic Minerals: in search of a definition

In a 1982 report, an EEC Select Committee dealing with the question of strategic
minerals defined 'strategic' on the basis of two criterias 'criticality' and
•vulnerability1, Criticality was related to the contribution a particular
mineral or metal made to a member-state's economy, while vulnerability denoted
reliance by a consuming country on iinports of minerals • The EEC concluded
that strategic minerals comprised those which could be identified as being
both critical to vital sectors of the economy and that could not be produced
to a great extent within the Community.

Following this definition, minerals regarded by the EEC as strategic, included:
chromium, manganese, phosphate rock, and platinum-group metals. Other minerals,
more amenable to substitution, were also termed strategic, although to a lesser
degree. These were: antimony, cobalt, molybdenum, nickel, niobium, titanium,
tantalum and-vanadium.
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The report gauged the degree of EEC dependence on imports of these minerals.
With the exception of antimony (92% imported) and nickel (93% imported), there
is no primary production whatsoever of any of these Minerals within the
Corrcnunity, According to the British Institute of Geological Sciences, the
geological probability of improving this situation was "small or non-existent".

The Minerals Supply Positions the view from Brussels

The EEC has, for a number of years, been acutely aware of the importance of
South Africa as a producer and exporter of raw materials. A 1977 report by the
EEC Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, noted that 80% of global raw
materials production is restricted to five states - the USAP the USSR, Canada,
Australia and South Africa. A 1982 Select Committee report confirmed South
Africa's significance to the EEC, and also noted the equivalent position of the
USSR with regard to reserves and exports of several strategic minerals. This
situation'was viewed as constituting a vulnerable state of affairs, one con-
ducive to the possible disruption of supply. Although other supplier countries
could, with time, make up for the loss of South African or Soviet supply access,
the report believed .':that importing. European, countries could ill-afford the
inevitable lead-time delay..; \:.

A 1978 study by the West German government substantiated, this point by concluding
that if supplies.of chromium were reduced bf 30% for one year, the GNP of West
Germany would fall by 25%, A 1982 European .Parliament resblutioriV on the EEC's
supplies of mineral and vegetable raw materials, called attention to the
"disastrous consequences of disruption of supplies,, in particular for employment".

The Community does not regard dependence upon external supply per se as cause for
alarm. Rather it is the risk of a disruption,of supply that seems to concern
the EEC. . In this regard the potential for political upheaval in several supplier
countries is noted with concern. A confidential 1977. EEC document on the supply
of chrome to the Community, classified southern Z\frica (principally South ftfrica
and Zimbabwe) along with the Eastern bloc? as. regions with a high degree of
insecurity of supply.. The EEC is weli.aware of its reliance on South Africa
for a number of strategic minerals (see fig. 1). It also regards south Africa
as an insecure source of supply. "The Community's desire to ameliorate this
situation is reflected in several measures to reduce its position of minerals
dependency on South Africa* •".."'

In the late 1970s the governments of France, Britain and West Germany evinced
increasing interest' in the establishment of emergency mineral reserves. These
have since been completed with the emphasis reportedly on those minerals usually
obtained from the southern African region. In addition,.Britain, France and
Germany are actively involved in the diversification of supply lines,
improvements in the reclamation and recycling of metals, and thepromotion of
substitution research and development.

With sharply decreasing rates of mineral exploration and development in the
less, developed countries (LDCs), the Community is encle&vouring to' reorientate its
supplies in favour of its African, Caribbean and Pacific (P£P) partners.

The;EEC/ACP treaty, Lome" II, established SYSMIN, -which was designed to assist
the ACP states in the maintenance of their minerals e"£?ort capacities and thereby
help stabilise their export earnings ty means of the provision, by the Community,
of technical and financial assistance, applying to copper, phosphates, manganese,
bauxite, alumina, tin and iron ore, SYSMIN now, under lornd III, concentrates on
restoring the viability of the mining sector through rehabilitation, maintenance
and rationalisation in the less developed ACP' states. All SYSMIN aid is in the
form of contributions to clearly defined projects in the affected PCP meiriber-
states. In this way, the EEC hopes gradually to increase minerals production in



fig. 1: SELECT LIST OF METALS AND MINERALS SUPPLIES - SOUTH AFRICA/EEC

(Z of certain metals and minerals to the EEC supplied by South Africa)
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the ACP states and therety diversify the sources of supply to the Community.

The Minerals Supply Positions Pretoria's arguments

South Africa is keenly aware of its dominant position as regards mineral reserves,
production and supply, This fact is frequently incorporated Into the government's
foreign policy stances, Pretoria defines the word 'strategic' in essentially
military terms. South Africa's minerals are variously described as "of crucial
importance" and "of the utirost importance" to the Western economies facing, as
the South African authorities argue they do, the Soviet threat to South Africa,
and thus to the Western world as a whole. The Minister of Mineral and Energy
Affairs warned Parliament in 1980 that "the disruption of stability in South
Africa, with a view to gaining direct or indirect control over our mineral
resources, is the main aim of Russian strategy in South Africa". "Pretoria
argues that South Africa, the 'Persian. Gulf of minerals'^ and the. key to the
continued economic and,, fcy extension, political wall-being of the West, should
receive all possib3.e assistance from her Western allies.

A 1982 EEC Select Committee commented on the necessity for adopting a "positive
attitude" towards South Africa, in order to assist in bringing about "equitable
solutions" to the problems of southern Africa. Just what is this "positive
attitude"? To what extent is it affected or dictated fcy the prevailing minerals
supply position?

South African-EEC Relations; a wider perspective

There is little doubt that the European Community recognises the significant
contribution made by South African minerals supplies to its rcember-states'
economies. In addition, there is evidence to suggest that in some Community
quarters at least, South Africa's threat perceptions are shared. In 1978
Leo Tindemans, then Belgian Prime Minister, declared Africa to be the central
target in a global conflict. He warned that if suppliers to the EEC of hard
minerals came to be controlled by Marxist regimes, which lright provide
facilities for the Soviet navy and air fores F then Western Europe would face the
possibility of neutralisation cr finlandisation.

However? the Community also has other increasingly important political, cultural
and economic links to consider with its IDC partners under the Lome Treaties?
namely those with the ACP states™ The ACP group currently consists of 66
states. In 1977, the ACP states supplied the third largest amount of raw
materials to the Conrcunity; that is supplying 10% of Cormonity iinports. The
Community believes that these developing countries will play an ever-increasing
role in the supply of raw materials to the EEC, in addition to providing
expanding market opportunities for EEC goods and services. EEC planners do not
regard the present minerals supply position as pre-ordained or static. A 1975
Commission Bulletin declared that the narrow geographic limits of the known
reserves of many minerals cannot be regarded as definitive. Possibly, these
limits reflect previous exploration trends. In 1982, a Select Committee report
noted that the ACP states possessed "potential resources of most of the metals
and minerals considered in this enquiry". It seems that EEC governments view
greater and more assured access to ACP minerals supplies as the best answer
to their future raw materials needs.

The TCP states are not only important producers, but. increasingly they are
important consumers as well. This region provides an ever~expanding market
for EEC goods and services. In 1977/for instance, 37,6% of all Community
exports went to the developing countries, compared with 12,5% to the United
States and 9% to Eastern Europe. More specificallyf EEC trade within black,
southern and central Africa is growing. The 1983 trade figures reveal that
ACP central Africa and ACP east aid southern Africa increased their shares of
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exports!,to the Community to 18% and.12% respectively. The EEC believes that
the future economic growth of the •Coiununity will depend to a great extent on the
rate of development in the less developed countries.

EEC-South African relations have'a-potentially prejudicial effect upon, this
situation developing, as rrost AS? states regard any contact with South Africa
as a rbolstering of apartheid. EfiC governr-ients are aware of thisf and it
impinges upon their relationship with South Africa, Notwithstanding the
historic and economic links between 'South Africa and Britain, France and the
Netherlands, and between West Germany and Nrunibia, the EEC rejects apartheid
for both moral and practical reasons.

EEC cphcern with South Africa's internal policies is very real, and has been
so,for :a number of years. The question of relations with South Africa is one
of very few which have prcxiuc^ a degree of politA^X consensus within the
Ccmnunity. In recent years the EEC has consistently condemned Pretoria's
racial policies and attacked its intransigence over the Wamibian question. The
Gomnunity has refused to recognise the autonomy of the black homelands, while
the governments of both, Britain and France have intervened to minimise sporting
links with South Africa'. In 1977, the then nine EEC member-states agreed on a
Code of Conduct for companies with subsidiaries, branches or representatives
in South Africa. A 1983 European Parliament resolution "condemned unreservedly
the policy of apartheid in all its manifestations" and urged Pretoria to accept
UN Security Council Resolution 435 on granting independence to Namibia. -: -

In^the aftermath of the Coloured and Indian elections of 1984, the ten EEC
inesriber-states issued, a statement expressing their concern over the township
violence and the accoitpanying spate of detentions, 'They reiterated their call
for the dismantling of apartheid and the inclusion of all South Africans in
the electoral process. ;

Following the shootings at Uitenhage, the ten Heads of Government of the EEC
issued a communique* expressing "grave concern" at the "increased tension which
is present3.y developing in, South Africa as a result of the continued enforcement
of the policy of apartheid", and called on South Africa to initiate a coirpre-
hensive dialogue embracing reforms which vx>uld guarantee full and equal parti-
cipation of all South Africans in the political process. The European Parliament
passed three motions against South Africa at its April ineeting in Strasbourg,
although less than one-quarter of its members were present. One of the notions
included the imposition of economicP financial, cultural and military sanctions
by the ten ,inember-states against South Africa. ' This was followed by the EEC
Commission reportedly drawing up a plan for economic sanctions against South
Africa, with particular focus on tightening up the effectiveness s monitoring
and observation of the EEC Code of Conduct,

EEC entipathy is understandable. Black Africa is all too vailing to jnaks..,-- •
apolitical capital out of the fact that those Europeans - English? French',1

Dutch and German - who settled in southern Africa failed, in the main, tp boring
with them those democratic ideals which Europe boasts of as its legacy to the
world. • ; '-"-'•'•*•: :- • ..-' v ..,..,. .-

South Africa is a moral embarrassment to the Community but, more iirportantly,
the South African-EEC connection hinders the growth of good EEC-ACP trade. .
relations. The Community's relations with South Africa have prorqpted;;tfre ;
African National Congress to declare the existence of a link between continued
minority rule in Pretoria and EEC ties with that regirne. Not unnaturally, .
Conrnunilty policymakers wish to avoid providing the basis for such accusations.
Former'French Foreign Minister and currently EEC Commissioner for Mediterranean
Policy and North-South Relations, Claude Cheysson, has weirned of the-dangers
of the EEC becoming identified with the white minority. He also cautioned



against the slogan of defending the West against Soviet encroachment. He
declared that to put all the problems of Africa under the heading of East-West
conflict would be totally incorrect.

The European Community has gone so far as to provide special funding for
guerilla movements in southern Africa, In February 19B2, an EEC spokesman
announced that the Cortmanity bad approved US £6 million to help SWKPO refugees.
In the same year, SHAEO leader Sam Nujoma, on the occasion of an 'official1

visit to EEC msmber-states, was accorded treatment m Brussels just short of that
given to a foreign minister of an associated African state.

However, notwithstanding such apparent sympathy for black liberationr the EEC
has repeatedly signalled its unwillingness to disinvest fromp or to reduce or
suspend trade links with, South Africa, EEC actions against South Africa liave
yet to take a more concrete form than political rhetoric and/or non^enforceable
policy decisions.. Even the Code of Conduct - a piece of legislation which
perhaps held the. cost promise of concrete action toy the Gcmnunity - has1 not
been enforced owing to a lack of commitment on the part of EEC member-states.
Until this year, calls by members of the European Parliament for sanctions
against the Republic have teen defeated. In 1983 Coirmissioner Edgard Pisani
admitted that EEC investments in South Africa could not be' withdrawn and
immediately transferred to other southern African states, owing to the
underdeveloped infractructure in, and the singular lack of manpower and
technical capability, of, those states. '• '

According to a 1982 report b/ the Institute for European Economic Studies in
London, the European Octmrtunity has increased its economic stake in South Africa.
Britain then had 10% of all its direct overseas investment committed to south
Africa, while West Germany doubled its direct investment in the Republic
between 1978 and 1981, from DM 857 million to DM 1,7 billion. According to
the sarte report, South Africa remained France's most iirpartant market in
Africa south of the Sahara, It is of note that more recently, trade between
South Africa and Italy rose fcy 14% in 1984, and is expected to increase during
1985; while German, exports to South Africa increased fcy a third in 1984,
despite the South African economic downturn. For its part, South Africa's '
exports of raw materials to the Federal.. Republic increased by 17,9% in the
same period.

Turning back to the 1982 report, it noted that it is hot only the countries
of Western Europe which trade with South Africa. On the African continent,
49 out of 52 states reportedly trade with Pretoria despite ideological
differences, Of these,, Zambia, Saxre and Mozambique are among South Africa's
fastest-growing export markets. Such economic interdependence must temper calls
for punitive economic actions against the Republic on the part of the ACP states,

The&ssessment;

•^To what extent, then, does the minerals supply position affect the relationship
between the EEC. and South Africa? Certainly it does not wholly determine the
nature of that association. If this were the case, EEC rhetoric and support
for black liberation in southern Africa would be non-existent. But, as the
lack of concrete Community action demonstrates, economic pragmatism predominates.
Despite its growing trade with the ACP countries, the EEC is not yet prepared
to minimise its economic links with South Africa, In the uncertain economic
climate of the 1980s, Coitimunity tî embsr-states are unwilling to risk the in-
evitable structural dislocations (such as a rise in unemployment) that would
result from such actions. Newsweek recently pointed ait that the issue of
unemployment consistently ranked as the prime concertt of European voters :

(above those of pollution, nuclear disarmament, inflation and



Trade and direct investment undoubtedly enter into the equation. The Correnunity
has a considerable economic stake in South Africa which nndbor^states can ill-
afford to lose. But it is the risky minerals supply position of the EEC that
predominates over moral and political considerations? and ĉ vcr expanding trade
with the ?CP states. However, the EEC has formally carrtnitted itself to
fighting apartheid under the terms of the lemh III Treaty (signed in late
1984), despite attenpts by some member-states (especially Britain) to cancel
any reference to South Africa in the Treaty itself. The EEC's commitment to
the southern African region has recently fcien increased with the accession of
both Mozambique and Angola to the Lora£ arrangement. For the foreseeable future,
EEC policy with regard to minerals supply access to South Africa's resources
will remain consistent. Tho determining factor in any slight or. major policy
shift on this issue is the South African government's handling of its domestic
policy and regional foreign policy. Any future EEC action beyond the level of
rhetoric will variously affect many in the private sector In South Africa -
particularly those with direct business interests in the Cctmiunity. In the
event of such action, it would certainly be in the best interests of the
private sector to make government aware of this when formulating policy. As a
senior official in the Conrrissicn recently pointed outs "the very fact that
we're working on (sanctions) will put the frightencrs on businessmen in South
Africa".

Owing to greater industrial output by the EEC? and the development of ever irore
sophisticated technologies which require a wider range of raw iraterials, the
continued industrial well-being of the Community is now increasingly determned
by the assurance of a constant supply of particular raw materials. This fact
would seem to be appreciated, not only by the EEC, but by its PCP j)artners as
well. Replying to queries during the negotiations for Lon*$ II in 1979, the
Conmission admitted that no ban was irrposed on raw materials originating in
South Africa and that no measures to restrict the ir^xjrtation of these were
contemplated. The PCP states themselves, at that stage, were also reluctant
to demand restrictions by the Community on the importation of South African
raw materials. The provisions under Lome* III e however, point to possible
policy shifts in EEC mineral supply access in the lor/j™terrnr given its
growing commitrnent to its PC9 partners.

Jan Smuts House
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